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Abstract 

In this paper, we introduce graphical structure of a group G called as Generator 

intersection graph, denoted by  .G  We will discuss some basic properties of this graph such as 

connectivity, diameter, clique number, regularity, completeness etc. Moreover we discussed in 

brief results on generator intersection graph of n ,8  and .n  The discussion contains the 

cyclic properties, regularity, Euler graph, diameter, girth, triangularity etc., of corresponding 

generator intersection graph of n ,8  and .n  

1. Introduction 

The study of zero divisor graph was firstly done by I. Beck [3] in 1988. 

After this Anderson and Livingston [2] gives in brief the properties of Zero 

divisor graph over the commutative ring with unit element. Later on many 

researcher come forward to studied zero divisor graph on various algebraic 

structures such as semi group, group, ring, commutative ring, non 
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commutative ring, field, vector space etc. Presently S. Akabari, M. Habibi [1], 

studied zero divisor graph on ideals of the ring. Later on Anshuman Das 

studied the zero divisor graph on various algebraic structures like, Non-Zero 

Component Union Graph of a Finite Dimensional Vector Space[4], Non-Zero 

Component Union Graph of a finite Dimensional Vector Space[5], Subspace 

Inclusion Graph of Vector Space[6], Non-Zero Component Graph of a Finite 

Fields[7], etc and try to characterized the algebraic structures and their 

properties with graph and vice versa. R. A. Muneshwar and K. L. Bondar [9], 

introduced a union graph, inclusion graph and intersection graph of a 

topological space which can be found in [10], [11]. In previous work [8] we 

introduced the graphical structure of vector space over a finite field called as 

“Bases Intersection Graph” and discussed some basic properties of it. 

2. Definition and Preliminaries 

In this section for the sake of understanding of reader we recall some 

basic definitions related to generator intersection graph. An ordered pair 

 EVG ,  is called graph where V is set of vertices and E is set of edges, be 

the binary relation on V If there is an edge between any two element vu,  of 

V then they are adjacent.  FWH ,  is sub graph of  EVG ,  where 

VW   and .EF   If V is finite, the graph G is said to be finite, 

otherwise it is infinite. If all the vertices of G are pairwise adjacent, then G is 

said to be complete. A complete sub graph of a graph G is called a clique. A 

maximal clique is a clique which is maximal with respect to inclusion. The 

clique number of G, written as  ,G  is the maximum size of a clique in G. 

The chromatic number of G, denoted as  ,G  is the minimum number of 

colorsneeded to label the vertices so that the adjacent vertices receive 

different colors. A graph is said to be triangulated if for any vertex u in V, 

there exist wu,  in V, such that  wvu ,,  is a triangle. The distance between 

two vertices  vudVvu ,,,   is defined as the length of the shortest path 

joining u and v, if it exists. Otherwise,  vud ,   is defined as . The diameter 

of a graph is defined as      ,,,max vudVvuGdiam   the largest 

distance between pairs of vertices of the graph, if it exists. Otherwise, 

 Gdiam  is defined as . The girth of a graph is the length of its shortest 
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cycle, if it exists. Otherwise, it is defined as . If G is a group than G is called 

abelian group if abbaGba  ,,  otherwise it is called non abelian 

group. The group G is called cyclic group if Gg   and for a fixed 

nagGea  ,  for some n  this, a is called generator of group G. 

3. Generator Intersection Graph 

Definition 3.1. Let  ,G  be any finite group. We define a “Generator 

intersection group”,    EG ,  where  is set of generators of group G, 

and for 2121 ~,,, SSSS   or   ESS 21 ,   if and only if .21 SS   

Example 3.2. Let  ,,,,4 babaeK   a Kelvin 4 group having 

generator sets as,      babSbaaSbaS  ,,,,, 321  then  4K  is 

shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1.  .4K   

Example 3.3. Let  5,4,3,2,1,06  under addition mod 6 be a group 

having generator sets as,    5,1 21  SS  then  6  is shown in Figure 2. 

Now we generalize some properties of generator intersection graph. 

 

Figure 2.  .6  
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4. Some Results on Generator Intersection Graph of Group G 

Theorem 4.1. Let G be any group then G is cyclic if and only if  G  is 

null graph. 

Proof. Firstly suppose G is cyclic group and hence ,aG   where 

.Gea   Therefore there is nothing in common between any two generator 

set of a group G. By the definition of generator intersection graph there is no 

edge in  ,G  and hence  G  is null graph. 

Conversely, let  G  is a null graph and therefore there is no element 

common in two different generating sets of a group G. That is G generated by 

single element and hence G is cyclic group. 

Corollary 4.2. If G is cyclic group then  G  is not connected and hence it 

is not complete. 

Proof. It is obvious from theorem 4.1. 

Remark. Since n  is cyclic group then the corresponding generator 

inter- section graph  n  is null graph, and hence not connected, not 

complete. Thus here after we work only for non cyclic group. 

Theorem 4.3. If G is not cyclic group then  G  is connected graph. 

Proof. It is given that G is not cyclic group and therefore G is not 

generated by single element. Which means generating set of G contains at 

least two elements. Let  baS ,1   be any generating set of G. Then clearly 

nba   or ,nab   for .In   As   ,,,,1 GbabaS   is a generating set, we 

have  baS ,1
2

  is also a generating set, (provided  aO  and   2bO  if it 

is the case we will take  ,,2 baaS   such that, 21 SS   and hence 

.~ 21 SS  Thus  G  is connected graph. 

5. The Generator Intersection Graph of 8  

In this section we will briefly discussed about the generator intersection 

graph of Quaternian group i.e.  .8  
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Theorem 5.1. If 8G  be the Quaternian group and  8  be the 

corresponding generator intersection graph then following are hold. 

1. 8  is not cyclic. 

2.  8  is connected. 

3.  8  is not complete. 

4.  8  is regular graph. 

5.  8  is an Euler graph. 

6.  8  is Hamiltonian graph. 

7. The diameter of  8  is 2. 

8. Girth of  8  is 3. 

9.  8  is triangulated graph. 

10. Clique number of  8  is 4. 

11. The chromatic number of  8  is 4. 

12. Domination number of  8  is 3. 

Proof. It is given that 8G  is the Quaternian group and  8  be the 

corresponding generator intersection graph. We have ,,,,18 kji   

such that .1222  kji Then generating sets of 8  are given by, 

       ,,,,,,,, 4321 kiSkiSjiSjiS   

       kiSkiSjiSjiS  ,,,,,,, 8765  

       .,,,,,,, 1211109 kjSkjSkjSkjS   

The corresponding generator intersection graph of 8  i.e.  8  is shown 

in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3.  .8  

1. Since    iSS 21   therefore by definition 21 ~ SS  and hence 

 8  is not null graph and hence from theorem 4.1, 8  is not cyclic. 

2. Let  111 , baA   and  222 , baA   be any two generating sets of .8  

Case 1. If 21 AA   then clearly by definition of   .~, 218 AA   

Case 2. If ,21 AA   now as  111 , baA   is a generating set than 

either  1
1

11 , baA   or  1
111 ,  baA  is a generating set such that 

AA ~1  and .~2 AA   Thus 21 ~~ AAA   be the required path between 

1A  and .2A  Thus we see there is a path between any two vertices of  ,8  

hence the graph is connected. 

3. Now if  111 , baA   is a generating set of 8  then clearly 

 1
1

1
11 ,  baA  is also a generating set such that 21 AA   which means 

,~1 AA   hence  8  is not complete. 

4. Let us consider any vertex of  .8  Without loss of generality let 

 ,,1 jiS   then there are 3 vertices of  8  having i in common. Similarly 

there are 3 vertices of  8  having j in common. Thus in general any vertex 
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of  8  is connected with 6 vertices and hence degree of each vertex of 

 8  is 6. Hence the graph is 6-Regular Graph. 

5. Since from the above discussion degree of each vertex is 6 which is even 

hence the graph is Eulerian Graph. 

6. We have from 2,  8  is connected graph and degree of each vertex is 

6 which is half of the number of vertices . Hence  8  is a hamiltonian 

graph. 

7. Let  111 , baA   and  222 , baA   be any two generating sets of .8  

Case 1. If 21 AA   then clearly by definition of   ,~, 218 AA  and 

  .1, 21 AAdist  

Case 2. If ,21 AA   now as  111 , baA   is a generating set than 

either  1
1

11 , baA   or  1
111 ,  baA  is a generating set such that 

AA ~1  and .~2 AA   Thus 21 ~~ AAA   be the required path between 

1A  and .2A  Therefore   .2, 21 AAdist  Thus the maximum possible 

distance between any two vertices of  8  is 2, hence the    .28 dist   

8. Clearly the graph  8  has no cycle of length 1 or 2 since it is simple. 

So we have too many 3-cycles in the graph which is the smallest one, i.e. we 

have for    jiSjiS  ,,, 21  and  kiS ,3   which implies 

.~~ 321 SSS  Hence    .38 girth  

9. Let  baS ,1   be any vertex then  1
2 ,  baS  is also a generating 

set. Similarly  baaS  ,3  is also a generating set such that 

.~~~ 1321 SSSS  Since 1S  was chosen arbitrary and is the vertex of 

triangle. Hence the graph  8  is triangulated graph. 

10. Let K Collection of all generating sets having one element in 

common}. i.e. without loss of generality let it be i. i.e.  .iK   Then clearly 

this K will be a clique having clique number 4 since we have only four 

possibilities  kkjj  ,,,  along with i to be a basis.  
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11. From the above discussion we have clique number of  8  is 4, then 

the chromatic number,    .48   To established the equality, we 

demonstrate 4 coloring of  ,8  therefor for any vertex of  8  we assure 

that there are 3 distinct vertices which are adjacent as discussed above, hence 

the chromatic number is 4. 

12. Let us define     ,,,, baAbaAD   where 

kjiba  ,,,  and .ba   If S be any vertex of the graph  8  then 

Si   or Sj   or Sk   and hence AS ~  or .~ AS   Thus D is 

domination set. Clearly, D is minimal dominating set and hence domination 

number of the graph  8  is 2. 

6. The Generator Intersection Graph of n  

Let n  is the Dihedral group of n rotations and n reflections, which is a 

non abelian and hence obviously non cyclic group, generated by one rotation 

and one reflection. The n number of rotations in n  forms a cyclic subgroup 

of order n in .n  Therefore there are  n  numbers of elements which 

generates the subgroup of rotations and there are n reflections. Thus the total 

number of generating sets which generates n  are  .nn   And hence the 

generator intersection graph of n  i.e.  n  has  nn   vertices (For 

.3n  In this section we prove all results for ,3n  because for nn ,2  is 

isomorphic to 4  and hence from Figure 2 graph is complete graph. 

Example 6.1.  .,,,,, 32124012003 rrr  Then the generating sets of 

3  are given by,      ,,,,,, 212031240211201 rSrSrS   

     324063120522404 ,,,,, rSrSrS   and hence the corresponding 

generating intersection graph of 3  i.e.  3  is given by Figure 4. 
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Figure 4.  .3  

Now we generalize some properties of generator intersection graph of n  

i.e.  .n  

Theorem 6.2. If n  is a Dihedral Group then degree of every vertex of the 

graph  n  is given by   .2 nn  

Proof. Let n  is a Dihedral Group of order n2  then by above discussion 

the graph  n  has  nn   vertices and each vertex is set of one rotation 

and one reection viz.  ., r  Therefore each vertex is connected with those n 

vertices having the same rotation r in common and  n  vertices having that 

reection in common with the repetition of 2. Hence degree of vertex is 

  .2 nn  

Theorem 6.3. If n  is a Dihedral Group then  n  is regular graph. 

Proof. Proof of the theorem is directly follows from Theorem 6.2. 

Remark. As  n  is a regular graph then minimum degree , edge 

connectivity, vertex connectivity are same as degree of vertex i.e. 

  .2 nn  

Theorem 6.4. If n  is a Dihedral Group then degree of graph  n  is 

    .2 nnnn  
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Proof. Let n  is a Dihedral Group then by Theorem 5.3,  n  is a 

regular graph and by Theorem 5.2, degree of every vertex of the graph  n  

is   .2 nn  Hence degree of the graph  n  is     .2 nnnn  

Theorem 6.5. If n  is a Dihedral Group then  n  is connected graph, 

for all .2n  

Proof. Let n  is a Dihedral Group of order .2n  The proof of the theorem 

is organized in following three cases. 

Case 1. If 2n  then the group n  is isomorphic to 4  and hence the 

graph  n  is complete, and we are through. 

Case 2. If ,3n  let  lk rS ,1   and  lk rS  ,2  be any two 

generating sets of .n  

Sub Case 2.1. If kk   or ll   then ,21 SS   i.e. 21 ~ SS  be a 

required path from 1S  to .2S  

Sub Case 2.2. If kk   and ll   then we construct  ,,3 lk rS   such 

that, .~ 3131 SSSS   Similarly, .~ 3231 SSSS   Thus we 

have 231 ~~ SSS  be a required path from 1S  to .2S  Thus, the graph  n  

is connected. 

Theorem 6.6. If n  is a given Dihedral Group and  n  be the 

corresponding generator intersection graph, then  n  is not complete for 

.3n  

Proof. It is given that n  is a Dihedral Group of order n and  n  be 

the corresponding generator intersection graph. Now for nn ,2  is 

isomorphic to 4  and hence by default it is complete. 

Now for ,3n  if  ,,1 lk rS   is a generating set then  ,,1 22 rS n   

is also a generating set such that 21 rr   and 21 SS   therefore by 

definition 21 ~ SS   and hence n  is not complete. 

Theorem 6.7. If n  is a given Dihedral Group and  n  be the 
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corresponding generator intersection graph, then  

  


 


.32

21




nif

nif
diam n  

Proof. It is given that n  is a Dihedral Group of order n and  n  be 

the corresponding generator intersection graph. 

Case 1. If 2n  then the group n  is isomorphic to 4  and hence the 

graph  n  is complete. So    .2ndiam   

Case 2. If ,3n  let  ,,1 lk rS   and  ,,2 lk rS   be any two 

generating sets of .n  

Sub Case 2.1. If kk   or ll   then ,21 SS   i.e. 21 ~ SS  be a 

required path from 1S  to .2S  Hence distance   .1, 21 SS  

Sub Case 2.2. If kk   and ll   then we construct  ,,3 lk rS   such 

that, .~ 3131 SSSS   Similarly, .~ 3231 SSSS   Thus we 

have 231 ~~ SSS  be a required path from 1S  to .2S  Hence distance 

  .2, 21 SS  Since, 1S  and 2S  are chosen arbitrary, we conclude 

   .32  ndiam n    

Theorem 6.8. If C is a collection of those generating sets having one fixed 

rotation in common then C be the maximal clique of  n  and clique number 

is    .nn    

Proof. Let n  is a Dihedral Group of order .2n  Now for any fixed 

rotation ,k  consider a collection C of generating sets of n  having k  in 

common i.e.  ,,,, 21 nSSSC   such that  iki rS ,  for all 

ni ,,2,1   and hence   .,,2,1, niS ki    Then clearly the 

collection C is a clique in the graph  .n   

Claim: C is a maximal clique. 

On the contrary, assume that SCC    be any clique such that 

,CS   which means .Sk   Therefore there exist another rotation k  
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such that S   contains k  and any one reflection, let it be .ir  Therefore 

 iK rS ,  be a generating set. Now in C   we have 

  iii SSrSS ~   and   .~, kk SSSSik    For 

,,,2,1 nki   a contradiction. Hence C is the required maximal clique of 

the graph  n  and hence clique number of n  is    .nn    

Theorem 6.9. If n  is a given Dihedral Group and  n  be the 

corresponding generator intersection graph, then it is an Euler graph. 

Proof. Let n  be a given Dihedral Group and  n  be the corresponding 

generator intersection graph, then there are  nn   number of vertices and 

degree of each vertex is   .2 nn  Also  n  is connected graph. 

Case 1. If n is even than degree of each vertex is even. Hence the graph 

is Euler graph. 

Case 2. If n is odd then we have either zero or two vertices of odd degree. 

Hence in both the cases graph is Eulerian graph. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we introduced a generator intersection graph  G  of a 

group G. We give some basic results regarding  G  and briefly discussed the 

properties of non abelian group like .,, 84 n  Discussion contains the 

basic properties of graph such as connectedness, completeness, girth, 

diameter, clique number, chromatic number, degree of vertex, degree of 

graph etc. 
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